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We show here that a polynomial extension of a Mori domain is not necessarily Mori. More 
precisely, given a field K, there exists a Mori domain A containing K such that A [X] is not Mori 
if and only if K is countable. A similar statement holds for the CC’ property. 
0. Introduction 
This paper is based on [5] and [6]. We use the conventions, notions and results 
presented there. In particular, all rings here are commutative with unit. We recall 
that in a commutative ring the ascending chain condition on annihilators and the 
descending chain condition on annihilators are equivalent. We denote this condition 
by CC’. 
In [2], Kerr has solved a long-standing problem: she constructed a commutative 
ring R which is Goldie but R[X] is not; in such examples R satisfies CC’ but R[X] 
does not (see also [3]). This paper substantially uses Kerr’s work. 
We show that any countable field K can be imbedded in a ring R with CC’ such 
that R[X] does not satisfy CC’. On the other hand, if a ring R with CC’ contains 
an uncountable field, then R[X] satisfies CC’ for any set of indeterminates X [l]. 
We obtain a similar result for the Mori property: a field K is contained in a Mori 
domain A such that A [X] is not Mori if and only if K is countable. This contrasts 
with the case of power series: any field K can be imbedded into a Mori domain A 
such that A[[X]] is not Mori and similarly for the CC’ [6]. 
In order to explain the ideas of these constructions assume that K is a finite field 
of q elements. We consider a double infinite sequence of polynomials of positive 
degrees F,(X) = CF!, UmiX’, G,(X) = CT,, V,$j, where L/MI, F’mj are indepen- 
dent indeterminates over K. We define B = K[ U, V], R = B/Z, where Z is an ideal of 
B which contains all the coefficients of F,G, for m fn and all cubits in the in- 
determinates (I, V. Thus F,,,G,=O mod Z for m #n and we want to have F,,G,fO 
mod Z for all n, thus breaking the CCL for R[X] (cf. [2]). As we want R to satisfy 
CC’-, we put in Z all elements F,(c)G,(c) for c in K and also all leading coefficients 
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of F,,G, (= F,(oo)G,(m) in our notation). It turns out that for the ideal Z generated 
by all the elements above, the ring B/Z satisfies CC’. In order to have F,G,,$O 
mod Z for all n, all we have to do is to ensure that adjoining all the relations 
F,(c)G,(c) for c in KU {OJ} does not imply F,G,=O mod I. But for a given n, we 
have q + 1 relations of the type F,(c)G,(c) = 0 among the coefficients of F,G, and 
the number of these coefficients will be greater than q+ 1, provided we take suffi- 
ciently high degrees for F,, and G,. Thus F,G, $0 mod Z in the case and this com- 
pletes our construction. 
For the Mori property, we use the following lifting theorem [6, Section 21: 
Theorem 0.1. Let Z be an homogeneous ideal in a polynomial ring B over a field 
K which is generated by quadratic forms and all cubits. Let R = B/Z. Zf the ring 
R [Z] /(Z2) satisfies CCL, then R can be imbedded into a ring of the type A/AC, 
where A is a Mori domain and c E A. 
We construct an ideal Z as in the previous theorem in the ring K[U, V] such that 
for R = K[ U, V] /I, the ring R [Z] /(Z2) satisfies CC’, but R [X] does not. We have 
R[Z]/(Z)2=L[[U, V]/ZL[U, VI, where L=K[Z]/(Z2). Thus the construction is 
similar to the previous one, replacing K by L. Now, imbed R into A/AC, where A 
is a Mori domain and c E A. We have R[X] 4 (A/Ac)[X] 3 A[X]/(c). As R [X] 
does not satisfy CC’, the ring A[X]/(c) does not satisfy CC’ either, so A[X] is 
not Mori (recall that a domain A is Mori if and only if all its quotient rings modulo 
principal ideals satisfy CC’). 
Notations and conventions 
Throughout this paper, K is a field. We adjoin to K an element denoted by CQ. 
Let A be a ring containing K, F(X) a nonzero polynomial over A and d = deg F. We 
denote the polynomial XdF(l /X) by Z? We define F(m)=F(O) = the leading coef- 
ficient of F. 
Let A be a ring containing K and R a subring of A. We denote the R-submodule 
of A generated by the coefficients off by CR(f). For any subset S of A, we denote 
the R-submodule of A generated by S by spR(S). 
For nonzero elements x and y of A, we use the notation x-y in the sense x=ky 
for some nonzero scalar k in K. We use the notation A [e] = A [Z] /(Z2), where Z is 
an indeterminate over A and E is the class of Z in A[Z]/(Z2) (A[&] is the ring of 
dual numbers over A). If CE A[&] and c= co + cl&, where co, c, are in A, we call 
co, cl the components of c in A. When using the notation c= co+ tie, we will 
always mean that co, cl are in A. 
We denote K[E] by L. We adjoin to L elements which we denote by l/k& for k 
in K. The set of all these elements will be denoted by l/K& and we assume that 
L fl(1 /Kc) = 0. If F(X) is a nonzero polynomial over a ring containing L and k E K, 
we define F( 1 /ke) =P(ke), in particular F( 1 /OE) = p(O)=F(oo). 
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In Section 1, we prove the following: if F, G are polynomials with coefficients be- 
ing independent indeterminates over K, then the product of two nonzero linear 
forms in the coefficients of F and G belongs to the content ideal of FG if and only 
if it is of the form kF(c)G(c), where k~ K and CE KU {a>. In Section 2, we prove 
a similar result for a double infinite sequence of polynomials F,, G,. 
Using the results of the first two sections, we construct in Section 3 counter- 
examples for CC, when K is finite and in Section 4 when K is countable. The con- 
struction in Section 4 covers the one of Section 3. Nevertheless, we prefer to present 
first the simpler construction for a finite field given in Section 3. 
Sections 5-8 parallel Sections l-4 respectively with K replaced by L, the purpose 
being to deal with the Mori property rather than with CC’. 
Polynomial extensions of rings with CC* 
1. Two polynomials over K[U, V] 
We assume in this section that U,, . . . , U,,,, V,, . . . . V,,X are indeterminates over 
the field K (mrl, nrl). Let B=K[U, V]=K[U, ,..., U,, V, ,..., V,]. Let F(X)= 
Cy!, UjXi, G(X) = CszO 5X’ be polynomials in B[X]. Let H(X) = F(X)G(X), 
thus H(X) = Cy=y S,X’, where S,= Ci Q V,_i (Olrs m + n). Finally, let Y and 2 
be nonzero K-linear forms in the indeterminates U,, . . . , U,, V,, . . . , V,. 
Lemma 1.1. Zf YZE Q(H), then YE spK(U) and ZE sp#) or conversely. 
Proof. The lemma follows from the fact that the coefficients S, of H are linear 
both in the indeterminates U and in the indeterminates V. 0 
Lemma 1.2. Assume that YESP~(U) and ZespK(V). Then the following condi- 
tions are equivalent: 
(1) YZECK(H). 
(2) Y-F(c) and Z-G(c) for some c in KU {m}. 
(3) YZ-H(c) for some c in KU {w}. 
Proof. (1) * (2). Let Y= Cy!, A;U;, Z= CT=, ,UjVj and YZ= Cy=y vJ,., where 
l;, ,Uj and v, are in K. Let i0 be the least index for which Ai,, # 0 and &, be the least 
index for which pjO#O. Let r,=i,,+j,. If r,=m+n, then Y-E(O)=F(oo) and Z- 
G(m), so (2) holds. 
Assume that 0< ro<m + n. Thus there is a product U,V, different from Ui,J$O 
which occurs in S,, and so also in YZ (note that no monomial UiVj can occur both 
in S, and in S,, for rfr’). As iO+jo=ro=s+t and (io,jo)#(s,t), we have s#i,. If 
s< io, then, since US occurs in Y, this contradicts the minimality of io. Ifs> io, then 
t<j,, contradicting the minimality of j,. It follows that r. =0, thus A0 and p0 are 
not 0. 
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We may assume that &,=p,,= 1, thus Y= Uc+ Cy!“=, n,CJ,, Z= b+ Es=, pjq. Set 
c=A,. As YZ= C;=+r,” vrSr, the coefficient of U, Vi in YZ is pl = v1 and the coef- 
ficient of U, V, in YZ is ;1, = vl, thus p, = A1 = c. We now prove by induction on i 
(0 5 is n) that I’= ci. Let 0 < is n. Then by a similar argument as before, the coef- 
ficient Ai of r/i V0 in YZ equals the coefficient of Vi_, V, which is li_ 1p1 = ci- ’ . c= 
ci. Thus Ai = ci. Hence, Y=F(c) and similarly Z= G(c). 
This proves the implication (1) * (2). The implications (2) * (3) and (3) * (1) 
are obvious. 0 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 below that the element c in Lemma 1.2 is uniquely 
determined. 
We denote by 9 the K-subspace of B generated by the elements in c&5) which 
are products of two K-linear forms in the indeterminates U U V. 
From Lemma 1.2, we obtain 
Corollary 1.3. B is generated over K by the elements H(c) with c in KU {w}. 
Corollary 1.4. If K is a finite field of q elements, then 9 is finite-dimensional: 
dim,B<q+ 1. 
In fact, as the coefficients of H are linearly independent over K, if deg H= 
m + nzq= IKI, then it is easy to show that dim,y=q+ 1. 
Example. Let IKI = 2. Then 9 is generated by 3 elements: H(0) = U, V,, H(1) = 
(Cy!“=, Ui)(C,“,o 5) and H(W)= U,,,V,. 
In Sections 2-4, Uni, V,, X are independent indeterminates over the field K for 
n2 1, Orild,, Oljle,, where d,L 1, e,? 1. Let B=K[U, V] =K[U,i, V,]. Let 
F, = Ci Um,iXi, G, = Cj Vn,jX’ be polynomials in B[X] for all m and n. Let @? be 
the K-subspace of B generated by cK(FmG,) for all m and n. 
2. A double sequence of polynomials over K[U, V] 
Lemma 2.1. Let P,, P2 be polynomials in sp,JF,, G,),, i. Let cl, c2 be in KU {w}. 
Assume that PI 20 and P1(c,) = P2(c2). Then P, = P2 and cl = c2. 
Proof. The proof is based on the fact that the coefficients of all the polynomials 
F,,,, G, are linearly independent over K, so we may assume that P, and P2 are in 
SP~(F,J,~~. First let cl EK. Replacing F,(X) by F,(X+c,) and using the opening 
remark in this proof, we may assume that cl =O. Let P, = C,, &F,, P2= C,, p,,F,, 
where &,,uu, are in K. We have s(O)= C, J.,U,,,. If c2=w, then P2(w)= 
C, pu, U,,,d, + P, (0). Thus c2 E K. As P1 # 0, not all 1, are 0 and so P1 (0) # 0. Thus 
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Pz(cz) # 0 and there is an n such that p,, # 0. Comparing the coefficients of U,,, 1 in 
PI(O) and in P2(c2) we obtain 0=pnc2, so c2=0. Thus C, &,U,,,=P,(O)=P,(O)= 
C, ,LI,,CJ,,~, so An=pn for all n and P, =P2. 
If cl = 03, replace the polynomials F, by & and use the previous part of the 
proof. 0 
Let Y, Z be nonzero K-linear forms in the indeterminates UU V. Similarly to 
Lemma 1.1, we have 
Lemma 2.2. Zf YZ E %‘, then YE spK( U) and Z E spK( V) or conversely. 
Lemma 2.3. Assume that YE spK(U) and ZE spK(V). Then the following condi- 
tions are equivalent: 
(1) YZE %. 
(2) There are polynomials F in spK(F,,),, , , G in spK(G,Jn> 1 and an element c in 
KU {a> such that Y=F(c) and Z=G(c). 
(3) There are polynomials F in spK(Fn),,>, , G in spK(G,,),,~, and an element c in 
KU {co} such that YZ=F(c)G(c). 
Proof. (1) * (2). The element Y has a unique representation as a sum Y= 
C, YcM), where Ycm) E cK(Fm) for all m and Ycm) = 0 for all m but finitely many. 
Similarly, we represent Z= C, Z(“), where Z(“‘EC~(G,J for all n. Clearly 0 is 
direct sum of the K-vector subspaces of B, cK(FmG,) for all m and n. Moreover, 
for all m and n, cK(FmG,) c cK(F,,JcK(Gn) and the sum C cK(Fm)cK(Gn) is direct. 
Hence for any m and n, 0 n cK(Fm)cK(Gn) = cK(FmG,) and so the element Y(“‘)Z@) 
is in cK(FmG,) because it is in cK(F,)(G,). If Y@@ and Z(“) are both nonzero, by 
Lemma 1.2, there are A,,,,,,u,,,~ in K and c,,, in KU {m} such that Ycm)= 
J,,.F,(c,,.) and Z(“)=L(~,~ G,(c,,J. Fix such m and n. Assume that Y’““#O for 
some m’. Hence, pm, n G,(cm, ,) = Z(“) = pFlm,, n G,(c~,,,). By Lemma 2.1 we obtain 
P,,. = IJ,,,,, n and c,, ,, = c,,,: ,, . Hence, P,,,, ,, depends just on n and not on m, so we set 
pm,n =p,, for all m such that Z(‘@ # 0. Similarly, A,,, depends just on m and not on 
n, so we let Am,n=l,,,. We have seen that c,,, does not depend on m and similarly 
for n, so c,,, is constant and we denote it by c. Define F= C, I,F, and G= 
C, ,u,G,. Clearly, Y=F(c) and Z= G(c). 
The implications (2) * (3) and (3) * (1) are obvious. 0 
3. The CC1 when K is finite 
In this section we assume that K is a finite field of q elements. We denote by Z 
the ideal of B generated by cK(FmG,) for all m # n, the elements F,(c)G,(c) for all 
n 2 1 and c in KU { a~} and all monomials in the indeterminates U U V of degree 3. 
Let R be the ring B/Z. Thus R has a natural grading inherited from B, R = 
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R0 @ R, @ R2 and R0 = K. For all n, we denote 
R[X] and we similarly define g,. 
by f, the canonical image of F, in 
Lemma 3.1. The ring R has just finitely many annihilators. 
Proof. For c in KU {a} let S,, be the ideal of R generated by {f,(c): n 2 l} and let 
YJc be the ideal generated by {g,(c): n 1 l}. 
Let s and I be nonzero elements of R, such that st =O. Let S and T be linear 
forms in B which have s and t respectively as canonical images in R. By Lemmas 2.2 
and 2.3, we may assume that S=F(c) and T= G(c) for some FE spK(F,), GE 
sp,(G,) and c in KU(w). Thus s(g,+R,)=O, so Ann,(s)2 %J,+R,. If W is a 
linear form in B such that its canonical image w is in Ann,(s), then by Lemmas 2.2 
and 2.3, S=E(c’) and W= G”(c’) for suitable polynomials F:E spK(F,), GE sp,(G,) 
and an element c’ in KU {m}. By Lemma 2.1, c = c’. It follows that Ann,(s) = 
SS=+R,. It now easily follows that the annihilators of R are the following: 0, RZ, 
,%?I+ R,, $,+ R2 for c in KU {a} (by our definition, R is not an annihilator). Thus 
R has just finitely many annihilators. q 
Remarks. In the notation of the previous proof, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
if c and c’ are distinct elements in KU {m}, then (SC+ R,) n (&+ R2) = R, and 
similarly for the YJc. 
The description of the annihilators in the previous proof does not depend on the 
assumption that K is finite. 
Theorem 3.2. Assume that deg F, + deg G, > q for all n. Then R satisfies CC’, but 
R[X] does not. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, R satisfies CC’. It follows from the definition of Z that 
for any n, the K-subspace cK(FnG,) n Z is generated by q+ 1 elements, namely 
F,(c)G,(c) for c in KU {M}. The coefficients of F,G, are linearly independent over 
K and their number is deg(F,G,) + 1 >q+ 1. Hence, we have in R[X], f,g, 20. It 
follows for all m, n, that f,g, =0 o m fn. We conclude that R[X] does not satisfy 
CC. Cl 
In case IKI =2, we may take all polynomials F,, of degree 1 and all polynomials 
G, of degree 2. 
4. The CC’ when K is countable 
In this section K is a countable field. Let (cr, c,, . ..) be the sequence of all ele- 
ments in KU (a~} in some order. For convenience we assume that this sequence is 
infinite, thus we have repetitions in case K is finite. In fact we are interested here 
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in the case that K is infinite, the finite case being covered by the previous section. 
Let Z be the ideal of B generated by c#,G,) for all mfn, the elements 
Fn(Ci)G,(Ci) for 1 I is n and all monomials in B of degree 3. Let R be the ring B/Z, 
thus R is graded and R = R,@ R, OR2 with RO= K. As in Section 3, we define 
polynomials f, and g, in R[X]. 
Lemma 4.1. The ring R satisfies CC’. 
Proof. Assume that R does not satisfy CC’. Then for n 2 1 there are elements 
s,,, t, in R, such that tnsi = 0 for 1 <i < n, but t,,s, # 0 for all n. Let S,, T, be ele- 
ments in B, with canonical images in R,s,, t, respectively. For n > i the elements 
T,Si are in Z2 which is contained in ‘67. By Lemma 2.2 we may assume that S, E 
spK(U) and T2 E sp#), thus T, E spk(V) for all n > 1 and S, E spK(U) for all n. We 
may assume that T, E spk( V). By Lemma 2.3, for all n > m there are polynomials 
Pm,,, in sPK(&)izlv Q,,. in SpKGi)i> 1 and elements 6,,, in KU (m} such that S, = 
P,,n(b,,J and T, = Q,,Jb,,J. By Lemma 2.1, for a given m and n> m, all poly- 
nomials P,, n are equal, so we set P,,” = P,,,. By the same lemma, we can set 6,,. = 
b, and Q,,. = Q, for all m and n. We have T, = Q,(b,,,) for all n>m, so all the 
elements b, are equal. Set b, = c for m L 1. Choose r such that c = c,.. 
In the representations of the polynomials P,,, as K-linear combinations of the 
polynomials fi, drop all Z$ with i2 r to obtain polynomials p,,, in spK{fi: i< r}. 
Similarly, define polynomials 6, in SpK{ Gi: i< r} . Since Gi(c,)Fi(c,) E Z for i2 r 
and SPK(G,F,) C_ Z for all m # n, we see that t,,s,,, is the canonical image of G,(c)~~(c) 
for all m and n. As spK{l;?j(c): i<r} is finite-dimensional, for some m> 1, FM(c)e 
spK{Ei(c): i<m}. But Gm(c)Fi(c)~Z for i<m, so G,(c)&(c)EZ and tms,=O, a 
contradiction. 0 
Proposition 4.2. Assume that deg F, + deg G,> n for all n. Then the ring R satis- 
fies CCL, but R[X] does not. 
Proof. We have to prove that R [X] does not satisfy CC’. Clearly, g,f, = 0 for 
n #m. On the other hand, for any n, the K-subspace CK(G,F,) fl Z is generated by 
n elements: F,(ci)G,(Ci) for 15 is n. The coefficients of G,F, are linearly indepen- 
dent over K and by assumption their number is > n. Hence, G,F, $ Z and g,f, 20 
for all n. We conclude that R[X] does not satisfy CC’. 0 
Combining the last proposition with [l], we obtain 
Theorem 4.3. Let K be a field. There exists a ring R containing K such that R satis- 
fies CC’ and R[X] does not if and only if K is countable. 
The ring R constructed above is not Goldie; indeed, we have in R an infinite direct 
sum of nonzero ideals 0, RD:. Nevertheless, in view of [3], it seems that the 
analog of Theorem 4.3 for the Goldie property is true. 
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5. Two polynomials over L[U, V] 
This section parallels Section 1, with K replaced by L = K[E], that is we tensor 
with L over K. Thus U,, . . . , U,, V,, . . . , V, are indeterminates over L (m 2 1, n 1 l), 
B=K[U, V] and B,=B@,L=L[U, V]=B[&]. Let F(X)= I?!“=, UiXi, G(X)= 
CJ=e I$XJ be polynomials in B[X]. Let H(X)=F(X)G(X)= CF=y S,X’. Fi- 
nally, let Y and Z be nonzero L-linear forms in the indeterminates U,, . . . , U,,,, 
v,, . ..) v,. 
Lemma 5.1 Assume that YZ E cL(H) and Y $ BE. 
(i) Zf Z$B&, then YESP~(U) and ZESP~(V) or conversely. 
(ii) Zf ZEBE and Y= Y,+ Yl&, then YO~spK(U) and ZESP~(Y) or conversely: 
YO~spK(V) and ZESTY. 
Proof. (i) Let Y= Y,+ Y,E and Z=Z,+Zi&. We have YZ= YOZO+(YOZ1+ YiZ&, 
so Y,Z,, E cK(H). By Lemma 1.1, we may assume that Ye E spK(U) and Z, E spK( V). 
The coefficients S, of H are linear in U and also in V, Y,Z, + Y,Z, E spK(Sr)05r5m +,, 
Y, E spK(U) and Z,, E sp#). It follows that Y, E spK(U) and Z, E sp#), thus 
YespL(U) and ZespL(Y). 
(ii) We have Z = Z, E with Zi in B and so YZ = Y,Z, E. Thus Y,Z, E cK(H) and (ii) 
follows from Lemma 1.1. 17 
Lemma 5.2. Assume that Y $ BE and Z E spL(V). Then YZ E cL(H) if and only if 
one of the folIowing two conditions holds: 
(i) Zf Z $ BE, then there are elements a, p in L and c in L U (1 /KE) such that Y= 
aF(c) and Z=PG(c). 
(ii) Zf Z E BE, then there are elements cr, p in K and c in KU { a~} such that for 
Y= Yo+ Ylc we have Y,=aF(c) and Z=j3G(c)~. 
Proof. Obviously, if one of the two conditions holds, then YZE cL(H). Assume that 
YZec,(H). First let Z $ BE. By the previous lemma we have YE spL(U). Let Y= 
Y, + Y~E, Z = Z, + Zic with Y,, Y,, Z,, Z, in B, thus Y, and Z, are nonzero. We have 
YZ= Y,Z,+(YaZ, + YIZO)&~cL(H), so Y,Z, and Y,Z, + Y,Z, are in cK(H). By 
Lemma 1.2, we may assume that Y, = F(r), Z, = G(r) for some r in KU {m} . Con- 
sider the case r E K. Replacing F by F(X+ r) and G by G(X+ r), we may assume that 
r = 0, thus Y, = U0 and Z, = VO. We have U,Z, + Y, V, E cK(H), thus U,Z, + Y, V0 = 
Cy20” k,.S, for k, in K. If some I$ with j> 1 occurs in Z,, then U,y occurs in 
~~=~ k,S,, SO kj#O and U, q_ 1 occurs in U,Z, + Y, V,, a contradiction (note that 
j- 1 >O). It follows that Zi ~sp~(V’& Vi) and similarly Y, ~sp~(U~, U,). Set Y, = 
au,+ kU, and Z, = bVO+ k’V, with a, k, b and k’ in K. Hence, 
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u,z,+ Y,V, = (a+b)U,v~+kU,V,+k’U,v~ = k,S,+kps, 
= k()U,V,+k,(U,V* + U,V,). 
It follows that a+b=k, and k=k’=ki. Set cx= 1 +a&, p= 1 +be and c=kia, thus 
Y=&(c) and Z=pG(c). 
If Z $ BE and r = 03, replace F and G by P and G respectively and obtain (i) as 
a result of the first part of the proof. 
If ZE BE, then in the previous notation we have Z0 = 0, so YOZ, E cK(H) and (ii) 
follows from Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2. 0 
Lemma 5.3. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) YZECL(H). 
(2) There are polynomials P and 6 in BJX] and an element c in L U (1 /Kc) 
such that Y=P(c), Z= 6(c) and l%= bH for some b in L. 
(3) YZ= bH(c) for some b in L and c in L U (1 /Kc). 
Proof. (1) = (2). If both Y and Z are not in BE, then (2) follows from Lemmas 5.1 
and 5.20). 
If Y $ BE and Z E BE then by Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2(ii) for Y= Y, + Yia and Z = Z,E 
we may assume that Y, = F(c) and Zi = G(c) for some c in KU { 03 >. Set E= F+ E Y, 
and G = EG, so Y =p(c), Z= G(c) and I% = EH. 
The case YE BE and Z $ BE is similar. 
If both Y and Z are in BE, then YZ= 0, so we can set P= G= b = c=O. 
The other implications in the lemma are obvious. 0 
We denote by 9’ the L-submodule of BL generated by the elements in cL(H) 
which are products of two L-linear forms. From Lemma 5.3, we obtain 
Corollary 5.4. 9’ is generated as an L-module by the elements H(c) with c in 
L u (1 IKE). 
Denote by 9K the set of components in B of all elements in 9. By the last cor- 
ollary P! is a finite-dimensional vector space over K. More precisely, by Corol- 
lary 5.6 below, dim,PKi2q+2. 
Lemma 5.5. Assume that K is a finite field of q elements. Let P(X) be a noncon- 
stant polynomial in B[X] and let V be the K-subspace of B generated by the com- 
ponents of the elements P(c) for c in L U {l/K&}. Then dim, V~2q+ 2. 
Proof. Let c = c, + cl& E L. Then P(c, + cl&) = P(c,) + P’(c&~E, where P’ denotes 
derivative. Thus the components of P(c) with c in L belong to the K-subspace 
generated by the 2q elements P(k) and P’(k) for k in K. Let P(X) = Cy=, aiX’ 
with aj in B. We have P(l /kc) = &ke) = a,, + ka, _ I~. Thus V is contained in the 
subspace generated by 2q+ 2 elements: P(k), P’(k) for k in K, a,, and a,_, . 0 
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Corollary 5.6. If K is a finite field of q elements, then dim,9’Ks2q+ 2. 
In fact, if deg Hz 2q + 1, then dim, gK= 2q + 2. 
Example. Let lK1 = 2. Then 9 is generated over L by 6 elements: H(O), H(l), H(E), 
H(l + E), A(O), A(E). Explicitly, 
H@)=SO+Q= UoVO+(U,,I/,+U,VO)~, 
l?l+tl m=ll 
H(l+&) = c S,(l +E)‘= c S,(l +r&)= (l+e) c S,, 
r=O r=O r odd 
A(0) = u, v,, 
A(E) = %n+n+L+n-I &= UmVn+(UmVn_l+Um-l~~)E. 
Thus & is generated over K by the following 6 elements: 
H(0) = So = UoVo, A(0) = S,,” = u,v,, 
H’(0) = S1 = U,V, + U, V,, A’(o)=s,+._,=u,v,_,+u,_,v,, 
H(1) = c $3 H’(1) = c S,. 
r r odd 
We can replace Cr,,dd ST by creven f$. 
In the following sections, we use similar notations to those introduced before Sec- 
tion 2, K being replaced by L. Thus U,,;, I$, X are independent indeterminates 
over L for n? 1, Olild,,, Oljle,,, whered,,?l,e,>l. LetB=K[U,V] andB,= 
L[U, V]. Let F,,,= Cy:, UmiXi, G,(X)= CT,, V,.Xj be polynomials in B[X] for 
all m and n. Let g be the L-submodule of B, generated by cJFmG,) (equivalently 
by cK(FmG,)) for all m and n. 
6. A double sequence of polynomials over L [ U, V] 
Let Y and 2 be nonzero L-linear forms in the indeterminates UU V. 
Similarly to Lemma 5.1, one proves 
Lemma 6.1. Assume that YZ E 0 and Y $ BE. 
(i) Zf Z$ BE, then YESP~(U) and ZESP~(V) or conversely. 
(ii) If Z E BE and Y= Y, + YI&, then Y. E spK(U) and Z E sp,-(Y) or conversely: 
YoespK(CT) and ZESTY. 
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Lemma 6.2. Let P and Q be polynomials in sp,(F,,, G,Jnzl. Let c and c’ be in 
L U (1 /Kc). Assume that P $ BE and P(c) = Q(c). Then P = Q and c = c’. 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we may assume that P and Q are in 
spL(F,Jn>_t. First, let CE L, so we may assume that c= 0 (replacing F,(X) by 
F,,(X+c) for all n, we obtain polynomials with all their coefficients linearly in- 
dependent over L, which is enough for the proof). Let P= C,, 2,F,,, Q= C,, &F,,, 
where A,, pu, are in L. We have P(0) = C, A,V,,,. If c’= l/k& E 1 /KC, then Q(c’) = 
Q(k)= C, ~,(U,,d,+kU,,d~~le)#P(c). Thus c’EL. As P@ BE, we have for some 
n that A,, $ BE, so P(0) = Q(c’) $ Be. There is an n such that ,uu, $ BE. The coefficient 
of U,,, in Q(c’) is,&=O, so c/-O. Thus C, &,U,,,= C, p,,U,,e, so &=,u,, for all 
n and P=Q. 
If CE l/K&, use the previous part of the proof for E and G instead of F and G 
respectively. Cl 
Lemma 6.3. Assume that Y $ BE and Z E spL(V). Then YZ E 6? if and only if one 
of the following two conditions holds: 
(i) If Z $ BE, then there are polynomials F in spL(F,,),,,, G in spL(G,Jn=_, and 
an element c in L U (1 /Kc) such that Y= F(c) and Z= G(c). 
(ii) If Z E BE, then there are polynomials F in sp,(F,,),, r, G in spK(Gn),,> i and 
an element c in KU {m} such that for Y= Y, + Ylc we have Y, = F(c) and Z= 
G(c)&. 
Proof (cf. the proof of Lemma 2.3). Assume that YZE E?. The element Y has a 
unique representation as a finite sum Y = C, Ycm), where Y(‘@ E cL(F,) for all m 
and Y@) = 0 for all m but finitely many. Similarly, we represent Z= C, Z(“), where 
Z(“) E cL(G,) for all n. Clearly, Q is direct sum of the L-submodules of B, c~(F,G,) 
for all m and n. Hence for any m and n, Y’m’Z(“)~cL(F,G,). 
First assume that Z $ Be. For any m and n such that Ycrn) and Z@) are not in Be, 
by Lemma 5.3, there are elements A,,,, P,,~ in L and c,,, in L U (1 /KE) such that 
Y(‘@=& nFm(~m ,J and Z(“)=p m,nG,(~,,J. By Lemma 6.2, c(,,,~ depends just on n 
and not on m, so we set P,,,~ =,u,, for all m and n such that Y(‘@ and Z(“) are not 
in Be. Similarly, A,,,, depends just on m and not on n, so we let A,,,n=A,. Also c,,, 
depends neither on m nor n, so c,,, is constant and we denote it by c. Now let m 
and n be such that Ycrn) $ Be and Z(“’ E BE. By Lemma 1.2, there are elements a,, n, 
b _ in K and CL+ in KU {a} such that for Ycrn) = Y$‘@ + Y{@e we have Y$“‘) = 
a,,,F,(c6,,) and Z , , @)= b, ,G,(& JE. By Lemma 2.1, b,,. does not depend on m, 
so we set ,u,, = b,,, E. Let I,,, = & + AL&. If c E L, let c = co + C,E. We have Ydm)= 
AkF,co) =a,,,.F,(c&). By Lemma 2.1, co=&.. Hence Z(“)=pu,G,(c). 
If CE l/K&, use the same argument with respect to I;?, and G,, in order to obtain 
Z(“)=~c,G,(c). 
Similarly to the definition of p,, in case Z @) E Be, we define elements A,,, in case 
Ycrn)e BE. 
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Define F= C, A,F,,, and G= C, ,uu,G,. Clearly, Y=F(c) and Z=G(c). 
In case ZE Be, Z=Z1& and Y= YO+ Y,E, the product Y,Z, is in the K-subspace 
generated by cK(FmG,) for all m and n, so we use Lemma 2.3. 0 
We denote by 9 the L-submodule of B, generated by the elements in 0 which 
are products of two L-linear forms. 
Corollary 6.4. 9’ is generated as an L-module by the elements F,(c)G,(c) with c in 
L u (l/K&). 
7. The Mori property when K is finite 
As in Section 3 we assume that K is a finite field of q elements. We denote by 
Z the ideal of B generated by cK(FmG,) for all m #n, the components in B of the 
elements F,(c)G,(c) for all n and c in L U (l/K&) and all monomials in the indeter- 
minates UU V of degree 3. Let R be the ring B/Z. For all IZ, we denote by f, the 
canonical image of F, in R[X] and we similarly define g,. 
Lemma 7.1. The ring R[E] has just finitely many annihilators. 
Proof. For c in L U (l/Kc) let & be the ideal of R[E] generated by {F,(c): n2 l> 
and let ge, be the ideal generated by {G,(c): n L l}. Similarly to the proof of Lem- 
ma 3.1, we obtain, using Lemmas 6.1-6.3, that the annihilators of R[E] are the 
following: 0, R,, RE + R,, gc+ RZ, ?J+R,forcinLU(l/Ke),&~+R~, %Je,&i-R2, 
Sk + RE + R2 and 9!Zk +RE + R, for k in KU {a}. Thus R has just finitely many an- 
nihilators. 0 
The description of the annihilators in the previous proof does not depend on the 
assumption that K is finite. 
Proposition 7.2. Assume that deg F, + deg G, 2 2q + 2 for all n. Then R [E] satisfies 
CC’, but R[X] does not. 
Proof. By Lemma 7.1, R[E] satisfies CC’. By Lemma 5.5, for any n, 
dim,(c,(F,G,) n I) I 2q + 2. 
The coefficients of F,,G, are linearly independent over K and their number is 
deg(F,G,)+ 1>2q+2. Hence in R[X], f,g,#O. It follows for all m,n, f,g,= 
0 H m fn. We conclude that R[X] does not satisfy CC*. 0 
In case IKI = 2, we may take all polynomials f, of degree 1 and all polynomials 
g, of degree 5. 
By Theorem 0.1 and Proposition 7.2, we obtain 
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Proposition 7.3. There exists a Mori domain A containing K such that A [X] is not 
Mori. 
8. The Mori property when K is countable 
In this section, K is a countable field. Let (c,, c2, . ..) be an infinite sequence such 
that {c,: nz l} =L U (l/K&). 
Let Z be the ideal of B generated by the elements in cK(FmG,) for m # n, the com- 
ponents in B of the elements F,(C;)G,(Ci) for 1 I is n and all monomials in B of 
degree 3. Let R be the ring B/I. As in Section 7, we define polynomials f, and g, 
in R[X]. 
Lemma 8.1. The ring R[E] satisfies CC’. 
Proof. Assume that R[E] does not satisfy CC’. Then for n 2 1 there are elements 
s,, t, in R, + RI& such that tnSi = 0 for 1 pi < n, but t,s, # 0 for all n. Let S,, T, be 
elements in B, + B1& with canonical images in R, s,, t, respectively. Since Z2 C_ E?, for 
n > i the elements TnSi belong to 9. 
First assume that S, $ BE and T, $ BE for all n. In this case we obtain a contradic- 
tion using Lemmas 6.1-6.3 similarly to the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
Hence, by using suitable subsequences of (S,),(TJ, we may assume e.g. that 
S, E BE for all n. Let S,, = $,E, where & E B. Replacing S,, by $, and T, by the com- 
ponent (T,), for all n, we reduce to the former case. In case T, EB for all n, we use 
a similar argument. 0 
Proposition 8.2. Assume that deg F, + G,,> 2n for all n. Then the ring R[E] satis- 
fies CC’, but R[X] does not. 
Proof. We have to prove that R[X] does not satisfy CC’. Clearly, g, f, = 0 
for n#m. On the other hand, for any n, the K-subspace c,(G,F,) nZ is gener- 
ated by the components in B of the n elements G,(Ci)Fn(Ci) for 1 ri<n. Thus 
dim,(c,(G,F,) n I) I 2n. The coefficients of G,F, are linearly independent over K 
and by assumption their number is >2n. Hence, G,F,,&ZB[X] and g,f,#O for all 
n. We conclude that R[X] does not satisfy CC’. 0 
By Theorem 0.1 and Proposition 8.2, we obtain 
Proposition 8.3. There exists a Mori domain A containing K such that A [X] is not 
Mori. 
Combining the previous proposition with [l], we obtain 
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Theorem 8.4. Let K be a field. There exists a domain A containing K such that A 
is Mori, but A[X] is not Mori if and only if K is countable. 
The domain A in the previous theorem obtained by the construction in [6] is not 
root closed. We recall that by [4] any polynomial extension of an integrally closed 
Mori domain is Mori. Thus we leave open the question if a polynomial extension 
of a root closed Mori domain is Mori. The same question for power series is also 
open. Also it is not known if A [[Xl] is Mori in case A is Mori and integrally closed 
(but recall A [[Xl] Mori * A [X] Mori). 
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